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Simulation of pressure-induced polyamorphism in a chalcogenide glass GeSe2
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~Received 17 September 2001; revised manuscript received 26 November 2001; published 4 March 2002!

The pressure-induced insulator-metal transition in amorphous GeSe2 (a-GeSe2) is studied using anab initio
constant pressure molecular-dynamic simulation.a-GeSe2 transforms gradually to an amorphous metallic state
under the application of pressure. The transition is reversible, and is associated with a gradual change from
fourfold to sixfold Ge coordination, and from twofold to fourfold Se coordination. Pressure reduces the
occurrence of chemical disorder up to 13 GPa. It is found that the optical gap decreases gradually, and the
highly localized electronic and vibrational states of the glass at zero-pressure become extended with an
increase of the pressure.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.65.104208 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Kb, 61.50.Ks, 61.43.Fs
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I. INTRODUCTION

Pressure-induced insulator-metal transitions have long
tracted interest in the condensed-matter physics commu
An area of recent emphasis is the amorphous-to-amorph
phase transition. For examplea-Si,1,2 a-Ge,2 and H2O ~Ref.
4! show a first-order phase change from a low-density am
phous ~LDA ! to a high-density amorphous~HDA! phase
while the transition proceeds gradually in SiO2 ~Refs. 3 and
5! and GeO2.6 In the case of amorphous and crystalline
nary chalcogenide (AB2 , A5Ge, Si;B5S, Se! the pressure-
induced phase transition is little understood. This is due
the challenge of constructing large realistic models, and
lack of good empirical potentials. In the present study,
perform a first-principles study to elucidate the mechan
of insulator-metal transition in amorphous GeSe2 (a-GeSe2).
The material was intensively studied and thoroughly
viewed by Boolchand.7

For the crystal, three-dimensionalI 4̄2d ~Refs. 8 and 9!
and two-dimensional HgI2 ~Ref. 10! structures are reporte
at high pressure in chalcogenides. Recent experim
showed that crystalline GeSe2 and GeS2 transform to an
amorphous state near 7 GPa at room temperature.11 Shimada
and Dachille10 reported the production of a high-pressu
form of a-GeSe2, and noted that crystallization at temper
tures below 573 K is inhibited. Also, they noted cristobal
and CdI2 type compounds at about 3 and 7 GPa at 573–
K. Grandeet al.9 reported thata-GeSe2 compressed at 3 an
7.7 GPa~at 573 K! is partially crystallized. Prasadet al.12

studied GexSe1002x (0<x<40) glasses up to 14 GPa an
temperatures 77–298 K, and observed a discontinuous gl
semiconductor to a crystalline metallic phase transition, c
trary to observations by Shimadaet al.10 The high-pressure
crystalline phases in a GexSe1002x system do not correspon
to any of the known GeSe2 phases. Based on the expe
ments, it is argued that possible structural transitions
glassy GeSe2, at high pressure and high temperature, co
be similar to the ones in crystalline GeSe2.13

In this paper, we present anab initio constant pressure
molecular dynamics~MD! study of a semiconductor-to-meta
transition ina-GeSe2, using a relatively large 216-atom re
alistic model. To our knowledge, this is the first direct M
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simulation to model the pressure-induced phase transitio
a-GeSe2. We find thata-GeSe2 undergoes a continuous tran
sition to an amorphous metallic phase. The transition is
versible apparently because of the locality of the structu
transformations. The coordination of Ge atoms chan
gradually from a fourfold to a sixfold coordination while S
atoms transform from a twofold to a fourfold coordinatio
The initial compression causes a slight reduction of chem
disorder, while it leads to more topological disorder in t
network. At high pressure, chainlike Se-Se clusters, eme
as seen in elemental Se. The intensity of the first sharp
fraction peak~FSDP! decreases smoothly, and its positio
shifts to a higherQ with increase of pressure. The optical ga
decreases gradually with pressure. It is also found that hig
localized electronic and vibrational states at zero press
become extended with application of pressure.

II. METHODOLOGY

The simulation reported here is carried out in a large
alistic 216-atom model ofa-GeSe2. The model is due to
Cobb, Drabold, and Cappelletti, and is in uniform agreem
with structural, vibrational, and optical measurements.14 The
model successfully produces the FSDP, which is in excel
agreement with the new experimental results15 ~see Refs. 14
and 16 for more details!. The model was generated using
local orbital first-principles quantum-molecular-dynami
method which employs density-functional theory within t
local density approximation and the Harris functional w
hard norm-conserving pseudopotentials. The method
implemented entirely in real space. The short-range non
thogonal single-z (1s13p per site! local orbital basis of
compact slightly excitedfireball orbitals of Sankey and Ni-
klewski offered an accurate description of the chemistry w
a significant computational advantage,17 ideal for this com-
plex system. The method was applied to form structu
models of the surface of glassy GeSe2,16 liquid GeSe2,18 and
a wide range of other amorphous materials.19,20 The Hamil-
tonian successfully predicted a first-order pressure-indu
phase transition in crystalline silicon~diamond to simple
hexagonal!, in amorphous silicon ~amorphous to
amorphous!,1 and in crystalline GaAs~zich-blende toCmcm
and Imm2!.21 Dynamical quenching under constant press
©2002 The American Physical Society08-1
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is performed to fully relax the system. Pressure is applied
the method of Parrinello and Rahman,22 which enables the
simulation cell to change volume and shape. The numbe
steps is chosen according to the criterion that the maxim
force was smaller than 0.01 eV/Å. For some pressures,
required in excess of 7000 force calls. All the calculatio
used solely theG point to sample the Brillouin zone, whic
is reasonable for a cell with 216 atoms. A fictitious cell ma
of 1.63104 amu was found to be suitable for this simul
tion.

Once the equilibrium configuration under pressure is
tained, we compute the dynamical matrix, displacing ev
atom in the cell in three orthogonal directions~0.03 Å! and
computing the resulting spring constants as second de
tives of the total energy of the system. Diagonalizing t
dynamical matrix, we receive its eigenvectors and cor
sponding squared normal-mode frequenciesv2, which en-
able us to carry out the full investigation of the vibration
behavior of the equilibrium configurations.

III. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES UNDER PRESSURE

A. Pressure dependence of volume

We plot the pressure dependence of the relative volum
Fig. 1. The volume changes smoothly up to about 12 G
and then exhibits ‘‘ripples’’ at several pressures. At 12 G
;35.2% atoms are involved in coordination changes,
the number of atoms suffering coordination modification
creases to;51.9% at 13 GPa. Since the volume drop
these pressures is relatively small, we interpret the press
induced phase change ofa-GeSe2 as a continuous transition
in stark contrast to results ona-Si.1

Our model reproduces the high-pressure form of
amorphous structure which is in excellent agreement w
the experiment,10 but, contrary to the study of Grandeet al.9

and Prasadet al.12 It was shown thata-GeS2 is crystallized
at 873 K and densified at 543 K.23 In a recent study,
pressure-induced crystallization of vitreous ZnCl2 was re-

FIG. 1. The normalized volume ofa-GeSe2 changes smoothly
with up to 12 GPa. After this pressure and several others, it sh
slope changes. Upon a pressure release from 75 GPa, the p
reversed up to 30 GPa, and thereafter hysteresis is seen.
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ported at room temperature but, there is a transition t
HDA at low temperature.24 The crystallization of an amor
phous phase may be inhibited at low temperature and
amorphous-to-amorphous transition is favorable.

The pressure-volume curves on decompression at 16
75 GPa are given in Fig. 1. The path followed from 75 G
is reversed up to 30 GPa. After this pressure the curve
velops a hysteresis, as seen in the pressure release fro
GPa. Such a hysteresis is perhaps expected after 12
because of the ripples seen in the pressure-volume curv
decompression started at a different final pressure give
very similar structure, albeit with small differences in dens
and coordination. In a contrast to SiO2,5 GeO2,6 H2O,4 and
a-Si,1 the amorphous-to-amorphous phase transition
a-GeSe2 is reversible, as reported fora-As2Te3.25

B. Structural correlation

The effect of pressure on the FSDP was studied in m
glasses. X-ray-diffraction patterns of GeS2 glass,26 x-ray dif-
fraction of SiO2,3 pressure-densified SiO2 glass,27 and
models28 showed a decrease of the intensity of the FSDP,
a shift of its position into higherQ relative to the zero-
pressure matrix. The densification of liquid GeSe2 due to a
temperature increase produces the same effect on
FSDP.29 An experiment3 also reported the appearance of
peak between the FSDP and the second peak inS(Q) of
SiO2 under pressure.

The totalS(Q) and Faber-Ziman partial structure facto
are depicted in Fig. 2. The intensity and position ofS(Q)
exhibits dramatic changes atQ,6 Å21 under pressure. The
FSDP is weakened, and its position shifts to higherQ with
the application of pressure. The result emphasizes an inv
correlation between the density~coordination! of the glassy
materials and the FSDP. We also find the emergence
peak at about 2 Å21. This peak is due to Ge-Ge correlation
The suppression of the FSDP and the emergence of the
ond peak suggest a change of the intermediate range ord
the network.3 Dramatic changes are observed in the seco
and third peaks: Although both peaks move to a higherQ,
the intensity of the second peak increases while the third
decreases with pressure. All partials lend a contribution
the increase of the second peak, but Ge-Se correlations
tribute predominantly. Generally the behavior ofS(Q) under
pressure is in agreement with experiments on gla
systems.3,26

The total and partial real space pair distribution functio
of a-GeSe2 are given in Fig. 3. The position of the first pea
shifts to a larger distance, and its intensity decreases w
pressure, corresponding to the onset of the coordina
change. The second peak position shifts to a lower dista
with broadened distribution. The Ge-Se pair distributi
function becomes quite uniform after the nearest-neigh
peak, except for a feature around 5.7 Å. With an increase
pressure, the position of the peak shifts to smaller dista
with broadened distribution, which is parallel to how th

s
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SIMULATION OF PRESSURE-INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104208
FSDP changes with pressure. A new weak peak eme
around 3.2 Å in Ge-Se partial. The correspondingQ value
for this distance is crudely estimated to be;1.96 Å21 using
r 52p/uQu, which is also in agreement with the appearan
of a peak inS(Q) at about 2 Å21. The nearest and second
nearest peaks in Se-Se correlations merge and make a b
peak around 2.8–3.2 Å. In addition, a second peak eme
at about 4.8–5.4 Å. The results suggest that Se atoms ex
a comparatively large structural modification relative to
atoms. The Ge-Ge and Se-Se clusters at 65 GPa are giv
Fig. 4. Surprisingly we find that Se atoms form chainli
clusters, as seen in pure Se, while Ge atoms form ran
clusters.

The bond angle distribution function is given in Fig.
We find dramatic changes in the position and intensity of
peak; the intensity of the peak decreases with the broad
tribution, and its position shifts gradually to lower angle
We calculated the information entropy30 of the bond angle
distribution function at a given pressure usingS5
2( i Pi ln Pi , wherePi is the distribution of the bond angles
The entropy of the bond angle distribution function is a m
sure of how well defined the bond angles are at each pres
~large entropy, broad distribution!. The pressure dependenc
of the entropy is depicted in Fig. 5. We find a very drama
increase in the entropy up to 16 GPa, implying a fast str
tural change in the network. The curve then shows a cha
in slope, and the growth inS is slower. The utility ofS for
analyzing structural properties is under investigation.

FIG. 2. The behavior of the total structure factorS(Q) and
Fiber-Ziman structure factors. The FSDP is suppressed, and its
sition shifts toward higherQ with increasing pressure. A new pea
emerges at about 2 Å21 which is mostly due to Ge-Ge correlation
10420
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C. Topology and bonding under pressure

Table I presents structural properties ofa-GeSe2 at sev-
eral pressures. We also plot the pressure dependence of s
tural properties in Fig. 6. The average coordination, which
defined from the first minimum of the total pair distributio
function (Rc52.70–2.80 Å, depending on pressure! in-
creases gradually up to 12 GPa. In a pressure range of 13
GPa, it shows a small abrupt increase at several press
Ge atoms transform gradually from fourfold to sixfold coo
dination while the average coordination of Se changes fr
twofold to fourfold. Either Ge or Se atoms involved in ho
mopolar bond~s! have a tendency to form a more close
packed structure than those chemically ordered.

The average nearest-neighbor distance between atom
given in Fig. 6. The average nearest-neighbor distance
the Ge-Se separation exhibit a small increase up to 12 G
and then both increase substantially in the pressure rang
12–16 GPa. Above 16 GPa, these separations do not sh
significant modification but a small fluctuation. The increa
of the neighbor distance is due to the formation of new bo
which are larger than the average. Pressure induces a
increase of the Se-Se separation. The large modificatio
the Se coordination is responsible for this behavior, yield
the occurrence of large Se-Se clusters in the network. On
other hand, the average Ge-Ge distance decreases, exce
pressures at which ‘‘ripples’’ are observed in the pressu
volume curve.

One of the concerns ina-GeSe2 is the quantity of chemi-
cal disorder, in particular the fraction of ‘‘wrong’’~homopo-

o- FIG. 3. The total and partial real-space pair distribution fun
tions of a-GeSe2.
8-3
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MURAT DURANDURDU AND D. A. DRABOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104208
lar! bonds between like atoms. The initial compress
causes a slight reduction of wrong bonds ina-GeSe2. In the
pressure range of 12–20 GPa, there is a significant incr
from ;10.95% to;17.11% because of structural chang
in the network. At 65 GPa,;28.48% of the bonds are ho
mopolar. The fraction of chemically disordered Ge and
atoms as a function of pressure is given in Fig. 6. At z
pressure, 25% of Ge and Se atoms are involved in homop
bonds, which is in close agreement with the value of 25~5!%
Ge and 20~5!% Se~if only dimers are formed!.15 The fraction
of Se atoms with wrong bonds does not change significa
up to 12 GPa, and then its behavior tracks that of the wr
bonds. The number of chemically disordered Ge atoms
clines slightly in the presure range of 0–13 GPa. We find t
some Ge-Ge homopolar bonds break under pressure, an
atom forms new bond~s! with decreasing or increasing coo
dination or sometimes without changing coordination d
pending on the local environment. In an experimental stu

FIG. 4. Atomic configuration at 65 GPa. Ge~top! and Se~bot-
tom! atoms are shown separately. Note the chainlike cluster o
atoms.
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of pressure-induced amorphization of GeSe2, it is reported
that the Raman spectrum of the decompressed sample
not show the presence of the vibrational modes at about
cm21, indicating that pressure suppresses Ge-Ge bondin13

At 13 GPa, the number of Ge involved in homopolar bon
ing rises suddenly from;16.66% to;26.28%, where the
pressure-volume curve shows the first discontinuity. After
GPa, it increases gradually with pressure. In summary, p
sure suppresses the occurrence of chemical disorder up
GPa. At this pressure and thereafter, the system cannot r
an increase in chemical disorder. We note that while press
reduces chemical disorder, it results in a softening of diff
ent parts of the network and in more topological disorder
the system, which leads to a gradual transformation t
HDA phase ofa-GeSe2.

D. Discussion

In oxide glasses anda-GeSe2, the cation atoms transform
gradually from fourfold to sixfold coordination, while th
average coordination of the anion atoms is different; in S2
and GeO2, the anion atoms~O! transform from twofold to

e

FIG. 5. ~a! The bond angle distribution function~BADF!. ~b!
The information entropy of the bond angle distribution function.

TABLE I. Structural properties ofa-GeSe2 under pressure: av
erage nearest-neighbor distance~ANND!, average bond angle
~ABA !, and average coordination number~ACN! which is calcu-
lated from the first minimum of the PDF (Rc52.7022.80 Å).

Pressure~GPa! 0 20 40 60 65

ANND ~Å! 2.39 2.455 2.446 2.431 2.442
ABA 103.76° 102.87° 102.64° 102.51° 102.31
ACN 2.68 3.46 4.04 4.40 4.84
ACN-Ge 3.86 4.83 5.52 6.08 6.10
ACN-Se 2.09 2.77 3.30 3.7 4.2
8-4
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SIMULATION OF PRESSURE-INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104208
threefold coordination whereas the average coordination
Se in a-GeSe2 change from twofold to fourfold. The exis
tence of Se-Se clusters contribute to the increase of the
ordination. This important distinction is due to the ionicity
the materials; the oxide glasses are far more ionic, and he
homopolar bonding is much disfavored.

Unlike elemental amorphous materials~selenium,32

germanium,2,33 and silicon2!, the transition proceeds continu
ously in most amorphous compounds such asa-GaSb~Ref.
34! and a-GaAs.31 Bond angle distributions seems to be
key signature of the behavior of a tetrahedral network un
pressure.34 Amorphous materials can be classified into tw
classes—a continuous transition class~mostly compounds!
and a discontinuous transition class~mostly elemental!—
based on their behavior under pressure. The similarity
these two classes is a structural disorder which causes a
nificant reduction in the transition pressure compared to t
crystalline states. The difference is that the continuous tr
sition class has chemical disorder in addition to structu
disorder, and the importance of the chemical disorder is
termined to a large extent by the ionicity~the more ionicity
present, the more chemical order!. To our knowledge, the
effects of chemical disorder on pressure-induced phase
sitions have not been studied or considered. The pre
study suggests that chemical disorder plays a very impor

FIG. 6. Pressure dependence of structural properties
a-GeSe2: ~a! the average coordination~AC!, the average coordina
tion of Ge ~AC-Ge!, the average coordination of Se~AC-Se!, the
average coordination of Ge with wrong bond~s! ~AC-Ge with WB!,
and the average coordination of Se with wrong bond~s! ~AC-Se
with WB!. ~b! The average bond length~ABL !, the average Ge-Se
separation~A-Ge-Se!,the average Ge-Ge distance~A-Ge-Ge!, and
the average Se-Se separation~A-Se-Se!. ~c! The percentage of the
total wrong bond~P-WB!, the percentage of Ge atoms with wron
bond~s! ~P-Ge with WB!, and the percentage of Se atoms w
wrong bond~P-Se with WB!.
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role in amorphous compounds. Since the formation of wro
bond~s! is unfavorable energetically~the penalty is small in
a-GeSe2), the application of pressure causes a suppressio
the occurrence of chemical disorder, and simultaneously
sults in a decomposition of the different parts of the mod
Therefore, we argue that not only structural disorder
chemical disorder need to be considered for a gradual tr
formation.

IV. ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE

Simulation enables us to study the electronic nature o
pressure-induced insulator-metal transition. It is found t
both the conduction and valence tails shift to higher energ
at low pressure. The shift of the valence tail dominates, p
ducing a decrease of the band gap. Above 2 GPa, the
duction tails move to lower energies while the valence ba
continues to shift toward higher energies, implying a p
nounced decrease of the band gap. A broadening of the b
under pressure is also observed. Figure 7 shows the pres
dependence of the optical gap ina-GeSe2. The gap decrease
nonlinearly with pressure. The decrease of the band ga
consistent with a previous report ona-GeSe2.35 In a pressure
range of 2-16 GPa, the decrease is so pronounced becau
the dramatic structural changes in the system.

Sakai and Fritzsche25 pointed out that the decrease in th
gap of chalcogenide semiconductors is associated with
increase of the dielectric constant, which tends to decre
the localization of the gap states and to promote meta
conduction at high pressure. In order to characterize the
calization of electronic states through the transition, we
fine the Mulliken charge36 Q(n,E) for atom n associated
with the eigenvalueE. This charge can then be used as
measure of the localization of a given stateQ2(E)
5N(n51

N Q(n,E)2, where N is the number of atoms in a
supercell. For a uniformly extended state,Q2(E) is 1, while
it is N for a state perfectly localized on a single atom. T
localization of the electron states is shown in Fig. 8. Ea
peak in the figure represents an eigenvalue. The la
Q2(E) is for a state, the more localized the state is. At ze
pressure, the top of the valence band is associated

of

FIG. 7. Pressure dependence of the optical gap.
8-5
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MURAT DURANDURDU AND D. A. DRABOLD PHYSICAL REVIEW B 65 104208
threefold Ge atoms, twofold Se atoms forming Se dimers
onefold Se atoms, whereas the conduction-band edge i
sociated with threefold Se atoms to a large extent. T
pressure-induced delocalization is due to the increasing n
ber of overlapping orbitals, yielding a broadening of ban
and a decrease of the gap. The localized states in the val
band at 20 GPa arise from threefold- and fourfo
coordinated Se atoms involved with at least two homopo
bonds. The result confirms our previous report16 that Se-Se
wrong bonds cause more localized states than the geom
cally more defective structures. As the pressure increa
Se-related states become fully extended, while a few st
associated with Ge atoms at the top of the conduction b
are still localized~40 GPa!. They are due to fivefold- and
sixfold-coordinated Ge atoms with wrong bonds. At 65 GP
all localized states are completely delocalized.

V. VIBRATIONAL DENSITY OF STATES

It is useful to predict the phonon modes for LDA GeS2
and HDA GeSe2. The physical origin of the phase transitio
can be understood by examining the pressure-sensitive
phonon modes. The vibrational density of states~VDOS! is
given in Fig. 9. The bands shift to higher frequencies w
pressure without softening modes, as reported in the Ra
spectra ofb-GeSe2.13 The same behavior was reported
theoretical37 and experimental38,39 studies of SiO2. On the
other hand, the modes ofa-Si ~Ref. 1! show very different
behaviors compared toa-GeSe2; in a-Si, the optical band
shifts to higher frequencies up to a critical pressure, at wh
point the mode frequencies decrease abruptly whereas
acoustic modes soften at high pressure.

FIG. 8. Electronic eigenstates ofa-GeSe2 at several pressure
The position of the vertical bar represents the eigenvalues of
electronic eigenstates, and the height of the bars is the spatial l
ization Q2(E). Note the gradual delocalization of the states.
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Particular attention was devoted to vibrational modes w
energies around 200 cm21, with regard to the interpretation
of featuresA1 andA1c modes.A1 modes are in-phase breath
ing vibrations extended along corner-sharing GeSe4 tetrahe-
dral chain structures, andA1c modes are breathinglike mo
tions of Se about the edge-sharing GeSe4 tetrahedra.40,41 At
low pressure, although the intensities ofA1 andA1c change,
their frequencies are not shifted, which is consistent with
Raman scattering study ofa-GeSe2 up to 2 GPa.42 At 2 GPa,
the intensity ofA1 decreases dramatically because of ab
37.5% decrease of the corner-sharing tetrahedra. Howe
the intensity ofA1c modes increases and broadens, althou
we find about a 5% decrease in the concentration of clus
with edge-sharing GeSe4 tetrahedra. Also, the intensity a
about 180 cm21, which derives from the fact that the Ge-G
bonding increases significantly even though the numbe
Ge atoms involved with homopolar bond~s! decreases at 2
GPa. The results suggest a strong correlation of the mo
around 200 cm21. At 4 GPa, the feature around 200 cm21

changes, and a strong peak at about 200 and 189 c21

merges because of the reconstruction.
At high pressures, the intensity of the bands decrease

the bands overlap. The VDOS of the zero-pressure mo
from decompression at 16 GPa is slightly different from th
of the initial model. In the range of 0–150 cm21, no signifi-
cant change is seen except for a small shift of the freque
Dramatic changes are seen between about 150 and
cm21. The increase of the intensity of the peak at 180 cm21

is due to the increase of Ge atoms with wrong bonds. T
peaks around 200 cm21 evolve a single peak with a broa
distribution. In a Raman study of GeSe2 under pressure, the
spectrum of the sample obtained upon decompression is
ferent from the melt-quenched amorphous samples, an
has been shown that very broad bands in the 150–300- c21

e
al-

FIG. 9. Vibrational density of states on compression and dec
pression from 16 GPa.
8-6
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SIMULATION OF PRESSURE-INDUCED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B65 104208
region are well separated, and there is no low-wave-num
shoulder feature in the 150–200-cm21 region which is asso-
ciated with the stretching vibration of the Ge-Ge bonds13

The spectrum obtained from pressure release presents re
similar to those of the Raman study, except for the pea
around 180 cm21, which is probably due to the finite size o
the simulation cell.

A convenient measure of the degree of the localization
the vibrational modes in an amorphous solid is the inve
participation ratio ~IPR! equal to N( j 51

N (uj

•uj )
2@( j 51

N (uj .uj )#22. The calculated IPR of the models
depicted in Fig. 10. There are two types of the VDOS mot
at zero pressure:~1! extended modes at frequencies less th
130 cm21, involving the motion of the entire tetrahedr
units; and~2! more localized modes at frequencies high

FIG. 10. Vibrational inverse participation ratio~IPR! of
a-GeSe2 under pressure. The highly localized modes at zero p
sure are extended with the application of pressure.
, J

t-

g
,
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than 130 cm21, involving internal tetrahedral motion. Th
localized eigenmodes are extended with pressure. Sim
change of the localized states has been observed in the
oretical study of SiO2.37

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the pressure-induced insulator-m
transition in a-GeSe2 using anab initio constant pressure
MD technique.a-GeSe2 presents a reversible continuou
phase transition into a metallic amorphous phase. T
gradual changes of Ge~fourfold to sixfold! and Se~twofold
to fourfold! coordinations is responsible for the amorphou
to-amorphous phase transition ina-GeSe2. Pressure reduce
the occurrence of chemical disorder, while simultaneou
causing a softening of the different parts of the model a
more structural disorder. We find an inverse correlation
tween the coordination ofa-GeSe2 and the FSDP and a re
duction of the intermediate range order with an increase
pressure. Se-Se clusters at high pressure are chainlike
seen in pure Se. Under pressure both localized electronic
vibrational states are delocalized.

These calculations strongly suggest that the press
induced structural changes are gradual ina-GeSe2. It is pos-
sible that this conclusion could depend upon the finite size
the sample and or on limited sampling of possible conform
tions of the glass from using only one model. We suspect
these possibilities are remote, since the admittedly sm
~216 atom! model studied appears to have the characteris
of the real material compared to available experiments,
also because the changes seen in a-Si arespectacularlydif-
ferent~a first-order transition is observed!. It is, nevertheless,
worth repeating this type of study on a larger system.
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